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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a lightweight hyperspectral imaging payload consisting of a push-broom imager, GPS and IMU sensors as well as data synchronization and acquisition systems. The payload is developed in a modular and customizable way, making it a flexible UAV payload for research activities.

We will present the hardware and software set up, with details on each of the components and their interaction. Finally, we show results from field tests.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Airborne hyperspectral data provides a wealth of information currently used in fields such as agriculture, environmental monitoring and protection, and infrastructure inspection, just to name a few. For such applications, the spectral range is usually 400-1000nm, commonly referred to as VNIR (visible and near-infrared).

Some producers of hyperspectral sensors also provide complete systems that can fit in a small UAV: Specim’s AisaKESTREL10 [1] offers a 400-1000nm range, 2048 pixels spatial resolution at a <5kg total system weight; Resonon’s Airborne Hyperspectral Imaging Systems [2] can be customized with their different cameras. When using the Pika L model, the spectral range is also 400-1000nm, with 900 spatial pixels at <1.5kg for the total system; or the new Nano-Hyperspec sensor by Headwall [3] with the same spectral range of 400-1000nm, spatial resolution of 640 pixels and <0.52kg without lens.

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Laboratory (UAV-Lab) at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) is focused on developing smaller low cost and open-source tools while still aiming at high performance. With that in mind, we developed the payload here described. Specifications will be further detailed, but as a quick comparison to the mentioned systems we provide 400-950nm and 580 spatial pixels at 152g instrument weight.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The described payload, Figure 1a, is a highly modular system: sensors can be added, removed or swapped. All changes have of course an impact on the quality of the final data product. E.g. having a lower performance, but cheaper GPS will produce less accurate georeferencing. In this paper we present the current version of the payload’s set up.

Figures 2 and 3 show the data and power flow, respectively. In dark color are data or power sources, in white the conversion or routing elements and finally in a light color are data storage/transmission or power consuming components. The following sections will explain each component interaction in more detail.

2.1. SenTiBoard
The Sensor Timing Board provides accurate timestamps with a 10ns resolution for all sensors. This component is described in [4][5]. By using data from the IMU and GPS sensors and a navigation filter [6], we can generate georeferenced maps of hyperspectral data.
2.2. Hyperspectral Instrument

In the heart of our system is the push-broom [7] hyperspectral instrument. This model was developed using 3D printed parts and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) optical components and the optics are discussed in detail in [8]. By developing the system in such way that the camera can be chosen with some degree of freedom, it allowed us to select a model with the required spectral sensitivity as well as easy Linux integration.

2.2.1. Camera

The camera model used in the current version of the system is the UI-3360CP-NIR-GL, with enhanced NIR sensitivity, produced by IDS Imaging Development Systems GmbH [9]. This corresponds to model C, refer to Section 4 in [8]. Raw data depth is 12 bit, it provides a USB 3.0 interface for data transfer, and an 8-pin I/O connector with flash signal, trigger and GPIO pins.

2.2.2. Optics

The principle used for hyperspectral imaging is a push-broom instrument. This is achieved through the use of a slit, a dispersing element (grating), and required focusing lenses [8]. Because this camera was developed using COTS components, the available slits did not allow taking advantage of the full size of the sensor. While the sensor has 1088 pixels in the spatial axis, we can only use 580.

The spectral range of the instrument is theoretically 300-1000nm, however wavelengths below 400nm are blocked by the glass lenses, and in addition, frequencies above 800nm suffer from blending with the second spectral order [8]. Despite these limitations we record the 350-950nm range so we can later decouple some of these effects in post processing.

The ground resolution is given by:

\[ d_x = \frac{s \times w}{f_1} \quad [m] \]  
\[ \Delta_x = d_x + v \times \Delta_t \quad [m] \]  
\[ \Delta_y = \frac{s \times h}{f_1 \times N} \quad [m] \]

Where \( f_1 = 16 \text{mm} \) (front lens focal distance), \( w = 25 \mu \text{m} \) (slit width) and \( h = 3 \text{mm} \) (slit height) [8]. The remaining variables: \( N = 580 \) (usable pixels in spatial axis) was discussed before, then \( z \) (flight altitude), \( v \) (ground speed) and \( \Delta_t \) (exposure time) can be changed in each flight.

2.2.3. Data acquisition

To enable the synchronization of the camera frames to the rest of the data, the flash output signal is fed to the SenTiBoard. Figure 4 shows the wiring schematic used to capture the flash signal, as recommended in the camera manual [10]. The signal in the Time of Validity (TOV) node will be high (5V) whenever the flash is active, and low (GND) otherwise. When initializing the camera, we configure the flash to be active for the entire duration of the exposure time. The SenTiBoard will record the time of every falling-edge (transition from 5V to GND) in TOV, thus timestamping the end of each exposure.

Due to limitations in processing power and writing speed in the on-board computer, we perform off-chip spectral binning [7] on the frames before saving to disk. The binning operation reduces the size of the image by adding columns together. After experimenting with different settings, a value of 10\( \times \) seems to allow recording data at 30fps. Since the raw data is captured at 12 bit depth, it is possible to bin up to 16\( \times \) without risking overflow when using a 16 bit image container file. The chosen binning factor results in a spectral resolution of approximately 4nm per band. Because of the limited usable spatial and spectral ranges caused by the optics, we only read a cropped area of the sensor that is 1800\( \times \)600 pixels. When applying 10\( \times \) spectral binning to those frames we end up with 16 bit images of 180\( \times \)600 pixels that should be stored.

2.2.4. Calibration

Our instrument was wavelength calibrated to match pixels in the spectral axis to actual wavelengths. The procedure used was to point the camera to a fluorescent light tube with known sharp emission bands [11] and capture data. Then, visually match the peaks to those bands as seen in Figure 5. Finally, fit a second degree polynomial on the pixel-wavelength pairs discovered, as mentioned in Section 5 of [12].

Radiometric calibration was not performed, as we are still testing the sensor to find optimal settings.

2.3. Other Hardware

2.3.1. Navigation Sensors

For high positioning accuracy, we used an RTK (Real Time Kinematic) capable GPS module. The model selected was uBlox-NEO-M8T, assembled on a breakout board by CSG Shop [13]. We time and log the following messages: RXM-RAWX, RXM-SFRBX, NAV-PVT as per the instructions in [5].
The chosen IMU was the ADIS16490 3-axis gyroscope and accelerometer.

There is no heading sensor installed in this version of the payload, but heading information can be retrieved from the UAV autopilot logs. Timing is synchronized through GPS times both on the payload and autopilot.

### 2.3.2. On-board computer

As this system is to be used for small scale UAV-based airborne surveys, there was need to have an on-board computer that can acquire and log data. We chose the Odroid-XU4 board [14]. This board is also recommended by the camera manufacturer for embedded applications.

To accommodate for the high data rate coming from the camera, we opted for a USB 3.0 SSD disk. Initial tests with USB flash drives and µSD cards showed that those devices were not fast enough.

### 2.3.3. Communications

In its stand-alone version, the payload includes a Wi-Fi radio for communication. During the field experiments this radio was configured as an Access Point (hotspot), this way we could connect to it using the integrated network card on a laptop. Data rate requirements are low, as external communication is used only for status monitoring and acquisition control.

### 2.4. Software

One of our goals when developing this payload was to make it as easy to use as possible. By simplifying and automatising the acquisition process, field experiments can be made more efficient. We achieve this by using the LSTS Toolchain [15], an open-source project with a suite of tools for autonomous systems that include on-board control and logging (DUNE), communication protocol (IMC) and a graphical user interface (Neptus) for mission control and log analysis. The UAV-Lab has contributed to and used this toolchain in the past [16], thus making it the prime candidate for powering our system.

DUNE [17] is the software running on the on-board computer. It manages the activation and logging of the sensor data, as well as communication with the ground station. To support the chosen hardware there was a need to develop two “Tasks” in DUNE: one for interfacing the camera and another for the SenTiBoard.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

On March 22nd, 2018 we flew over Hopavågen, a salt water pool in the Trøndelag region, Norway. This is an area of interest for the Department of Biology at NTNU, who provided us with the experiment goal of mapping different types of habitats in shallow water such as sea-grass, rocks, sand or sea-urchins. In the past, this has been performed manually.

The target to observe was underwater, and in addition on that day the sky was very cloudy. That resulted in non-ideal conditions. Before flight, ground tests were made to find the best settings for image capture. Table 1 shows the flight parameters and sensor configuration.

The payload was mounted on a hexacopter as seen in Figure 1b. During the flights an additional RGB camera was also capturing images. Data from both RGB and HS cameras are...
Table 1: Experiment parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>frames/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure time</td>
<td>49.9 (max)</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Gain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Altitude</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Speed</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seen in Figure 6. The two images were matched manually based on timing information and ground features. Spectral data from each of the marked points of interest can be seen in Figure 7.

Using the values from Table 1 in Equations 1-3, we get ground resolutions per pixel of \( \Delta_x \approx 90\,\text{mm} \) (along track) and \( \Delta_y \approx 3\,\text{mm} \) (across track). Ground sampling distance is \( v/fps = 75\,\text{mm} \).

4. FUTURE WORK

We are currently working on the final piece of the HS data acquisition and pre-processing pipeline: automatic georeferencing, map generation and GIS software compatibility. The first step towards it is the processing of raw navigation data into a full navigation solution [6].

Other features that should be added in the near future are the ability to change settings more easily, detection of relevant target signatures during flight, streaming of more detailed capture status and data quality diagnostics. In addition, we will perform radiometric and geometric calibration.

Regarding the mechanical assembly of the payload, the current solution is experimental. Once we decide on a fixed set of components we can design a custom enclosure with minimal weight and volume, while keeping the required mechanical and thermal stability.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our system proved to be easy to use in the field, requiring little interaction beyond initial parameter setting.

Because of the grating-slit design of the push-broom camera the amount of light captured by the sensor is very limited, this sets some requirements on light/weather conditions during experiments. Changing flight parameters or the slit width can increase the amount of light, however that comes at the expense of reduced area coverage, spatial and/or spectral resolutions.
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Fig. 6: Hyperspectral data (RGB rendering) overlayed on RGB image taken during flight. Swath width of HSI is 1.875m.

Fig. 7: Mean spectrum (red solid line) and range (dotted black line) for each point of interest.


